Epiphyseal growth plate architecture is unaffected by early postnatal activation of the expression of R992C collagen II mutant.
Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia (SED) exemplifies a group of heritable diseases caused by mutations in collagenous proteins of the skeletal system. Its main feature is altered skeletal growth. Pathomechanisms of SED include: changes in the stability of collagen II molecules, inability to form proper collagen fibrils, excessive intracellular retention of mutant molecules, and endoplasmic reticulum stress. The complexity of this pathomechanism presents a challenge for designing therapies for SED. Our earlier research tested whether such therapies only succeed when applied during a limited window of development. Here, employing an inducible mouse model of SED caused by the R992C mutation in collagen II, we corroborate our earlier observations that a therapy must be applied at the prenatal or early postnatal stages of skeletal growth in order to be successful. Moreover, we demonstrate that blocking the expression of the R992C collagen II mutant at the early prenatal stages leads to long-term positive effects. Although, we could not precisely mark the start of the expression of the mutant, these effects are not significantly changed by switching on the mutant production at the early postnatal stages. By demonstrating the need for early therapeutic interventions, our study provides, for the first time, empirically-based directions for designing effective therapies for SED and, quite likely, for other skeletal dysplasias caused by mutations in key macromolecules of the skeletal system.